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Abstract

The e�ect of impurity production and recycling on JET hot-ion H-mode discharges is investigated for the MkI and

MkII divertors. Analysis of the best of these discharges has been performed with the EDGE2D/NIMBUS codes and the

results compared with a wide range of diagnostics. For the very low recycling hot-ion regime, the code predicts that Zeff

at the edge (in the upstream SOL) increases with SOL density, and is higher for the MkII than for the MkI divertor.

These predictions have been con®rmed by the experimental data. The signi®cance of the edge density and edge Zeff for

the hot-ion regime is that the loss power has been predicted from neo-classical theory to scale as: Ploss � n2
edgeZeff ;edge. It

has now been demonstrated that this is consistent with both the MkI and MkII experimental data. It has been observed

that the carbon sources in the MkII divertor are increased relative to those in the MkI divertor. These data are

compared with the modelled results from the EDGE2D code, taking into account the change in the chemical sputtering

yield with the di�erent base temperatures of the MkI (40°C) and MkII (270°C) divertors. Ó 1999 JET Joint Under-

taking, published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The hot-ion ELM-free H-mode has achieved the

highest fusion performance at JET and has delivered a

world record in fusion power during the JET DTE-1

campaign [1]. A systematic reduction in the fusion

performance has however been observed between the

MkI and MkII divertors, the latter having more closed

geometry as compared to its MkI predecessor [2]. In the

present paper a connection is proposed between this

observation and the changes in the impurity production

between the two divertors. It has been proposed in Ref.

[3] that the anomalous ion transport within the trans-

port barrier is completely suppressed in the hot-ion H-

mode so that the heat ¯ux is controlled by ion neo-

classical transport processes. In a recent analysis of

long ELM-free hot-ion H-modes [4] and steady state

ELMy H-modes [5], the width of the transport barrier

appears to be proportional to the Larmour radius of

the fast ions. Combining this width scaling with the

assumption of neo-classical ion losses the following

expression for the heat ¯ux through the separatrix (loss

power) is obtained: Ploss � qi � n2
edgeZeff ;edgeIÿ1

p

���������������
Ti=Efast

p
;

where Efast is the average energy of fast particles. Thus,

Ploss is strongly dependent on the edge density, nedge,

and on the Zeff at the edge. It has been observed that
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the Zeff ;edge in MkII is signi®cantly higher than MkI in

the hot-ion H-modes.

The low recycling hot-ion regime is very di�erent

from the high recycling regimes such as ELMy H-mode

in 2 respects: (1) Zeff ;edge rises with the electron density in

the SOL, and (2) screening of impurities produced by

physical and chemical sputtering at the divertor targets

is very poor, contrary to the high recycling regimes [6].

Modelling with the 2D-¯uid EDGE2D code [7] is pre-

sented, which con®rms these experimental ®ndings. One

unexpected result of the MkII operation is that the im-

purity production yield is about a factor of 2 higher in

the MkII divertor than in the MkI divertor. One hy-

pothesis for this elevated sputtering yield is the higher

base temperature of the MkII divertor leading to en-

hanced chemical sputtering. Water-cooled rails kept the

base temperature of the MkI tiles to 40°C whereas in

MkII the thermal isolation from the cooled sub-struc-

ture lead to a 270°C base temperature. Experiments with

lower wall temperature in MkII have con®rmed this

explanation [8].

In this article we report experimental evidence for

neo-classical transport inside the edge transport barrier

and demonstrate the e�ect of recycling and impurity

behaviour in the hot-ion H-modes. In particular, com-

parisons of impurity sources in MkI and MkII divertors

are presented, as well as detailed modelling using the

EDGE2D code and the most recent chemical sputtering

data from Mech [9] and Roth [10], taking into account

the temperature di�erences between MkI and MkII di-

vertor targets.

2. Experimental observations

2.1. Loss power through the separatrix

The power loss through the separatrix is determined

by subtracting the radiation inside the separatrix (Prad)

and the change in energy content (dWdia/dt) from the

neutral beam heating power (PNBI), taking into account

the beam shine through loss (Psh), e.g.,

Ploss�PNBI ÿ dWdia/dt ÿ Psh ÿ Prad. Fig. 1 plots the

loss power, Ploss, against the prediction from the neo-

classical edge transport barrier model: Ploss � n2
edgeZeff ,

edge Iÿ1
p �Ti=Efast�1=2; for the MkI and MkII hot-ion H-

mode discharges. The data are selected from neutral

beam (NBI) heated discharges with high fusion perfor-

mance (PNBI > 15 MW, Wdia � 10 MJ and D±D reac-

tion rate RDD > 5 ´ 1016 sÿ1). The edge density (nedge), is

obtained from the edge channel of the interferometer,

and Zeff ;edge is from the Charge exchange (CX) diag-

nostic. There is good agreement with the neo-classical

prediction. However, the loss power in MkII is signi®-

cantly higher, as a result of the higher Zeff ;edge in MkII

compared to that in MkI at similar edge densities. It is to

be noted that this scaling does not take into account the

CX losses and the losses to rotation, etc. Detailed

TRANSP analysis shows that these extra losses are

roughly constant for the high power hot-ion H-modes

(�5 MW) [4].

2.2. Comparison of impurity behaviour in MkI and MkII

Fig. 2 compares the average CIII photon ¯ux as a

function of the D intensity from the outer strike zones

for the hot-ion H-modes in the MkI and MkII cam-

paigns. The CIII intensity is about a factor of 2 higher in

the MkII divertor than that in the MkI divertor for a

given Da ¯ux. The CIII and Da emissions from the inner

divertor show similar results. It is to be noted that the

electron temperature at the target plate is very similar

for MkI and MkII hot ion discharges with Te � 50 eV at

the strike points, as measured by the target Langmuir

probes. Therefore, the higher CIII/D ratio suggests an

increased impurity production yield at the MkII divertor

target. As a result, the Zeff ;edge is increased signi®cantly

with the MkII divertor compared to MkI, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.

2.3. E�ect of recycling

One striking feature of the low recycling hot-ion re-

gime is that the Zeff at the edge increases as the edge

density rises, contrary to the high recycling regimes. This

could thus aggravate neo-classical heat loss from the

con®ned plasma core. Fig. 4 compares two hot ion H-

modes with di�erent recycling levels, two of the best

Fig. 1. Scaling of loss power, Ploss�Pin ÿ Psh ÿ dW/dt ÿ Prad,

for neutral beam heated hot-ion H-mode discharges.
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fusion performance discharges in the MkII campaign,

#38093 and #38356. These two pulses have similar

neutral beam heating power, �18 MW, started from 12

s. Pulse 38356 has a higher recycling level compared with

pulse 38093, as shown by the vertical Da signal with the

line of sight passing through the outside edge of the

plasma. The edge density for pulse 38356 is also higher.

After a period of threshold ELMs, Zeff at the edge in-

creases as the edge density rises and is higher for pulse

38356. Indeed, the loss power, Ploss, is higher for pulse

38356, compared to the low recycling pulse 38093, as

would be expected. Note that in this case Ploss, as shown

in Fig. 4, is determined from the total absorbed power

from the neutral beam heating, subtracting dW/dt and

the radiation inside the core, taking into account the

beam shine through loss, CX losses and loss to rotation,

as well as the power stored in the fast ion channel, as

obtained from the TRANSP analysis.

3. EDGE2D modelling

In an attempt to understand the e�ect of the recycling

and to assess quantitatively the changes in chemical

sputtering yields in MkI and MkII hot-ion H-modes, we

have carried out detailed EDGE2D modelling for the

discharges described above, #38093 and #38356, as well

as #33643 which delivered the best fusion performance

in MkI. The simulations are performed for the plasmas

at the beginning of the ELM-free phase (12.9 s). The

outer midplane separatrix density nes and the power in

the ion and electron channels, Pi and Pe, are speci®ed as

inputs to the code. In addition, for cross-®eld transport,Fig. 3. Comparison of Zeff;edge between MkI and MkII.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of plasma parameters for pulses 38093

and 38356.

Fig. 2. CIII emissions from the outer divertor as a function of

the Da photon ¯uxes.
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the particle di�usion coe�cient is taken to be D? � 0.1

m2/s with an inward pinch velocity, Vpinch� 6.0 m/s, and

ve� 0.2 m2/s, vi� 0.4 m2/s, as used in the previous

EDGE2D simulations for the hot-ion H-modes without

impurities [11,12]. Parallel transport is modelled with a

21 moment approach for all species [13]. Toronto'97

chemical sputtering data from Mech et al. [9] have been

used to compute chemically produced impurities with a

given energy of 0.5 eV. However, a yield reduction fac-

tor of 0.5 has to be used to match the measured divertor

carbon emissions. The average surface temperature for

the plasma wetted area is taken to be 400°C for MkI,

which is consistent with the infra-red temperature mea-

surements, with a temperature of 300°C for other areas

of the machine. The MkI target temperature rise is also

taken to be 100°C, but with a tile base temperature of

30°C only.

For the modelling of the low recycling hot-ion re-

gime, low nes and Pe are necessary to match the plasma

parameters at the target. Fig. 5 compares the experi-

mental Jsat and Te pro®les at the outer target plate and

the modelled results for pulse 38356 with the

nes� 6 ´ 1018 mÿ3, and Pi� 5.5 MW, Pe� 0.1 MW as

inputs to the EDGE2D code. The comparison of mea-

sured upstream plasma parameters and modelled results

are shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the Ti at upstream

(measured by RFA probe) is about a factor of 5 higher

than Te at the upstream and Te shows a little drop along

the ®eld line, which is a feature of the sheath-limited

regime. Similar levels of agreement are obtained for the

lower recycling pulse 38093 with similar values of input

power: Pi � 5.0 MW, Pe � 0.1 MW, but with lower

separatrix density: nes � 4.5 ´ 1018 mÿ3.

Fig. 7 shows the poloidal distribution of the CII

photon ¯ux along the divertor target for pulses 38093

and 38356, together with the modelled results. The CII

emission in pulse 38356 is signi®cantly higher than in

pulse 38093. The CIII photon ¯ux, as well as Da emis-

sion, in the divertor are also higher for pulse 38356 and

are quantitatively reproduced by the EDGE2D code, as

Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental Jsat and Te pro®les along

the outer target plate and the code predictions for pulse 38356.

Fig. 6. Comparison of experimental pro®les at the upstream

and the modelled results for pulse 38356.

Fig. 7. CII photon ¯uxes along the divertor target, together

with calculated results, for pulses 38093 and 38356.
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shown in Table 1, where the experimental and modelled

Zeff at the upstream separatrix are also compared. As

can be seen, the higher carbon ¯ux in pulse 38356 results

in a higher upstream Zeff . One unexpected feature of this

sheath-limited regime is that the Zeff ;edge increases with

nes. This is attributed to the increase in the impurity

source and poor screening e�ciency for divertor impu-

rities, as illustrated in Fig. 8. However, as nes increases

su�ciently, the plasma enters the conduction-limited

(high recycling) regime, where the shielding for the di-

vertor impurity source is so strong enough that the

Zeff ;edge decreases with nes.

Table 2 compares divertor sources and Zeff ;edge be-

tween MkII pulse 38093 and MkI pulse 33643. The loss

power for #33643 is similar to #38093, with code inputs:

Pi� 5 MW, Pe� 0.1 MW, nes� 5 ´ 1018 mÿ3. The pho-

ton yield CIII/Da in the pulse 38093 (MkII) is about a

factor of 2 higher than that in pulse 33643 (MkI). This

has been reproduced by the code using the Toronto'97

chemical sputtering data, taking into account the change

in the tile temperatures between MkI and MkII divertor

targets. In addition, both divertor carbon source and

Zeff ;edge are also reproduced by the code, as shown in

Table 2. The newly revised chemical sputtering formula,

Roth'98 formula [10], can also predict the changes in the

chemical sputtering yield between MkI and MkII (Ta-

ble 2). However, the yield predicted by the formula has a

much weaker temperature dependence below 600 K,

relative to the Toronto'97 data, but increases rapidly

from 600 K onwards. It is to be noted that Zeff shows

little di�erence in the high recycling ELMy H-mode

discharges in MkI and MkII, where shielding for the

divertor impurity source is strong and the wall source

dominates [14,15].

4. Conclusions

The data from the hot-ion H-modes in JET MkI and

MkII divertors show that Ploss � n2
edge Zeff ;edge, as pre-

dicted by the neo-classical theory. Zeff at the edge in the

hot-ion H-mode regime is higher in MkII than that in

MkI, leading to the higher loss power in MkII. The

carbon ¯uxes are about a factor of 2 higher in the MkII

divertor, at similar divertor plasma electron densities

and temperatures, than those in the MkI divertor. This

elevated yield is attributed to the enhancement of

chemical sputtering at the MkII divertor target, which

can be quantitatively reproduced with the EDGE2D

code when the higher base temperature of the MkII di-

vertor (270°C) compared with MkI (40°C) is taken into

account. These higher impurity in¯uxes in the MkII

divertor manifest themselves as an increase in the Zeff at

the edge due to the inherent poor shielding for the di-

vertor impurities in this particularly low recycling re-

gime. In addition, EDGE2D modelling shows that the

upstream separatrix density is correlated with the recy-

cling level. In the low recycling, sheath-limited regime,

as the separatrix density rises the predicted Zeff ;edge in-

Table 1

Summary of experimental and modelled Da, CIII intensities

from the outer divertor, as well as Zeff;edge at the outer midplane

separatrix for #38093 and #38356 (1014 p/srm2s)

38093 38356

Da CII Zedge Da CIII Zedge

Expt. 3.6 1.8 1.65 5.9 2.8 1.9

Code(Toronto'97) 3.4 1.6 1.65 5.8 2.9 1.92

Fig. 8. Divertor carbon source and Zeff;edge as a function of

outer midplane separatrix density, calculated with the

EDGE2D with Pi� 5 MW and Pe� 0.1 MW as inputs to the

code. Experimental data from #38093 and #38356 are also

shown.

Table 2

Comparison of experimental Da, CIII emissions, as well as

Zeff;edge together with the code predictions between #33643

(MkI) and #38093 (MkII) (1014 p/srm2s)

33643 (MkI) 38093 (MkII)

Da CII Zedge Da CIII Zedge

Expt. 3.0 0.7 1.49 3.6 1.8 1.65

Toronto'97 2.8 0.8 1.46 3.4 1.6 1.65

Roth'98 2.6 0.5 1.28 3.3 1.2 1.52
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creases, which is consistent with the experimental data

from the hot-ion H-modes. However, when the edge

density is raised su�ciently, the code shows that the

plasma enters the high recycling, conduction-limited

regime where shielding for impurities is strong and Zeff

falls with density, as usually observed.
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